
Gravity 

Do an internet search for planet weight conversion and select: 

http://www.exploratorium.edu/ronh/weight/ 

1. Enter your weight into the box and press calculate.  Then fill out the table below with the correct 

weights: 

Weight Location 

 Earth 

 The Sun 

 The Moon 

 Mercury 

 Venus 

 Mars 

 Jupiter 

 Saturn 

 Uranus 

 Neptune 

 Phobos (moon of Mars) 

 Europa (moon of Jupiter) 

 Neutron Star 

 

2. Compare your weight on Earth to your weight on Jupiter.  Is your weight on Jupiter more or less 

than on Earth?  Guess why you think there is a difference. 

 

3. Compare your weight on Earth to your weight on Mercury.  Is your weight on Mercury more or less 

than on Earth?  Guess why you think there is a difference. 

 

4. On what two other locations would your weight be less than on Earth? 

 

5. On what two other locations would your weight be more than on Earth? 

 

 

http://www.exploratorium.edu/ronh/weight/


6. If you could visit any one of the locations from the table, which would you visit and why? 

 

7. Each of the following words appears in the article “New Artificial Gravity Tests in Space Could Help 
Astronauts.”  Try to match up the word with the definition. 

Word Guess 
Definition 

Actual 
Definition 

Definition 

 
debilitating 

 

  a. the branch of biology dealing with the functions and 
activities of living organisms and their parts 

 
duration 

 

   
b. related to the heart and blood vessels 
 

 
physiology 

 

   
c. imitation; not real 
 

 
artificial 

 

   
d. set of rules 
 

 
centrifuge 

 

   
e. to make weak or feeble 
 

 
cardiovascular 

 

   
f. feeling dizzying  
 

 
protocol 

 

   
g. an apparatus that rotates at high speed 
 

 
vertigo 

 

   
h. the length of time 
 

 

8. Read the title, the first paragraph, and the section titles (such as “Recreating Earth gravity”).  
Write a one-sentence prediction as to what you think the article will be about. 

 

9. Number each paragraph.   

10. Now read the whole article (paragraphs 1-21). 



New Artificial Gravity Tests in Space Could 
Help Astronauts 

by Jeremy Hsu, SPACE.com  

May 12, 2010 

New plans for artificial gravity tests in space 
using centrifuges may hold the key to helping 
future astronauts ward off the debilitating loss 
of muscle and bone due to weightlessness on 
long missions to asteroids or the moon under 
NASA's revised space exploration plan.  

The new NASA budget proposed by President 
Obama not only sets sights on long-duration missions, but also extends the lifetime of the 
International Space Station. Upgrades for the space station "could include a centrifuge to support 
research into human physiology," according to a summary by the Office of Management and Budget. 

Space station residents currently rely upon different exercises to keep themselves fit for the eventual 
return to Earth. But a spinning centrifuge device could create artificial gravity, which simulates the 
gravitational tug a planet, like Earth, has. The giant spinning device will give astronauts a healthy 
break from the weightlessness of space.  

"You can try to treat each of the effects of weightlessness system by system, with certain pills for 
bone loss and certain exercise regimens for the muscles," said Laurence Young, an aeronautics and 
astronautics engineer at MIT in Cambridge, Mass. "Or you can treat the root cause of weightlessness 
by restoring gravity." 

NASA's earlier focus on sending astronauts back to the moon 
meant shorter-duration spaceflight and less urgency to develop 
artificial gravity. The U.S. space agency focused on traditional 
countermeasures, such as modifying squats or other exercises to 
counteract bone and muscle loss, according to Justin Kaderka, 
an artificial gravity researcher working with Young at MIT.  

Now the prospect of longer missions to more distant destinations has once again raised the appeal, if 
not necessity, of artificial gravity. 

 

Recreating Earth gravity 

One of Young's Japanese colleagues filed a proposal with the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency 
months ago to launch a human centrifuge to the International Space Station. The device could ideally 
take up the diameter of a space station module with a radius as wide as 6.6 feet (2 meters). 

http://www.space.com/8234-spaced-presidents-cosmic-visions.html
http://www.space.com/8384-artificial-gravity-tests-space-astronauts.html
http://www.space.com/8384-artificial-gravity-tests-space-astronauts.html
http://www.space.com/8384-artificial-gravity-tests-space-astronauts.html
http://www.space.com/8384-artificial-gravity-tests-space-astronauts.html
http://www.space.com/558-artificial-gravity-spin-idea.html


Astronauts would lie down on or strap themselves to one end of the centrifuge arm or frame, and 
experience artificial gravity while the device spins. A rider could also provide the human power to 
spin the centrifuge by pedaling bicycle-style. 

"If you have two arms that'd work nicely," Kaderka told SPACE.com. "Cycling would give an aerobic 
workout, and the other person not cycling could do resistance exercises like squats or presses." 

The riders on a two-arm centrifuge could then switch off on exercises and on powering the device. A 
vibration isolator would absorb any residual vibrations that might otherwise disturb the rest of the 
space station, according to the proposal. 

Spin me right round 

Earth experiments suggest that artificial gravity works just as well as traditional countermeasures to 
prevent long-term weightlessness from affecting human cardiovascular health, Kaderka said. He drew 
that conclusion after reviewing 75 experiments done over the past 40 years, as his MIT master's 
thesis. 

But Kaderka also found that more research is needed to assess whether artificial gravity can work its 
wonders upon muscle and bone. That's partly because researchers must resort to expensive, long-
term bed-rest studies to really see the effects on muscle and bone. 

One human centrifuge did go into space with the STS-90 "Neurolab" 
mission aboard the space shuttle Columbia in 1998. But the astronauts 
spent barely an hour in total testing out the centrifuge during the 16-day 
mission, which still left the effectiveness of artificial gravity open to 
question. 

"It'd be amazing to get hard data on how artificial gravity is an effective 
countermeasure in space," Kadera said. 

Artificial gravity research has suffered in the latter half of the past decade because of NASA's budget 
issues and earlier focus on returning astronauts to the moon. No funded centrifuge studies on human 
physiology currently exist in the United States or among most of its international space partners, 
Kaderka noted. 

Taking the next step 

NASA shut down its artificial gravity studies at the Johnson Space Center in Houston several years 
ago a decision that resulted in much lost momentum for researchers, according to Young. But both 
he and Kaderka seemed optimistic that the space agency's new direction would lead to resurgence in 
artificial gravity work. 

Getting a centrifuge up to the space station would do much more than help answer the question of 
artificial gravity's effectiveness in space, or putting renewed interest in complementary Earth 
experiments. It would also allow researchers to start fine-tuning the exact conditions needed to for 
artificial gravity to work. 

"One of the hopes is to have the [centrifuge] protocol down to within an hour or so of being spun, 
because that's roughly how much the astronauts spend doing exercise," Kaderka explained. 

http://www.space.com/1089-artificial-gravity-nasa-spins-study.html
http://www.space.com/8384-artificial-gravity-tests-space-astronauts.html


Other questions include debate over how fast should the centrifuge spin, setting the ideal artificial 
gravity level, as well as how much time astronauts will need to spend aboard the centrifuge to see its 
benefits. Then there are also biomedical questions about whether astronauts encounter problems 
with dizziness or vertigo, and whether the centrifuge is both effective and enjoyable. 

 Of course, researchers can begin tackling some of those 
questions if they can get renewed NASA funding for Earth 
experiments as well. Otherwise they could be in for a long wait 
until they see a centrifuge launch to the space station. 

"Hopefully we won't have to wait as long as having data come 
back from a space station centrifuge," Kaderka said. 

 

11. In groups you will now read the article again rhetorically.  Here are the job descriptions for each 

letter: 

Person A – Reads the section out loud (other students follow along by placing fingers on the text). 

Person B – Creates a summary of the section and tells it to the rest of the group.  Discuss the 

summary as a group.  Come up with a one-sentence summary and write down the agreed upon 

summary in the table. 

Person C – Asks a “right there” question.  This is a question that is in the section and you can point 

“right there” at the answer. 

Person D – Answers “right there” question.  Discuss the answer.  Once everyone agrees, write the 

answer in the table. 

 

Paragraph 
Number 

Essential terms One-sentence Summary “Right there” questions 
and answer 

 
1-2 
 
 
 
 
 

   

 
3-4 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

http://www.space.com/8007-nasa-fish-fight-space-sickness.html
http://www.space.com/8384-artificial-gravity-tests-space-astronauts.html


 
5-6 
 
 
 
 

   

 
7-10 
 
 
 
 

   

 
11-12 
 
 
 
 

   

 
13-15 
 
 
 
 

   

 
16-18 
 
 
 
 

   

 
19-21 
 
 
 
 

   

 

12. Now it’s time to respond to the article.  A response is your personal reaction to the text.  Write a 

five-sentence paragraph that answers the following question.  Be sure to justify your reasoning by 

using evidence from the text.   

Do you believe NASA is doing the right thing by spending lots of money on developing a 

centrifuge?   

Things to think about: How important is it to keep astronauts’ bones and muscles from getting 

weaker?  How might it affect their life as an astronaut?  How might it affect their life at home? 



 


